
At Conference ROOM 	9s30 A.M. January 12, 1945 
Tuesday 

1. Fire Dept: 
Mr. T. Yahiro, Fire Chief, complained of too many 

audience at Block 270/, Sat., January 9, when "shibai" 
entertainment was performed. Rules and regulations pertaining 
to fire prevention as set forth by the Fire Dept. are ae 
follows* 

1. Capacity 800 
2. Entrance bolted if attended by Fire Prevention guards 

or wardens. 
3. isles kept clear. 
4. Simplified decorations. 
5. he smoking 
6. instruction by Master of Ceremonies of proper measures 

in case of emergency. 
7. folios Dept. take charge of crowd's behavior outside 

of building in ease of tire. 
B. All persons cooperate. 

1r. Yahiro also requested to inform re pective block fire 
fighters to notify F ire Dept. in ease of drill so as to 

instruct such auxiliary fire crew proper assistasnce and measures. 

2. Unemployment Compensation of Block Chairmens 
Mr, Millets proposed to effect eligibility of Block Chair-_ 

men to unemployment compensation as of September 1, 1942. 
Psssed. Also punctuality of meeting, Swipe stressed by Mr. Mineta. 

3. coops 
Mr. F Fujimoto reported that rent wages and clothing 

allowances will be charged as of August 1942 against the 
Community enterprises. Hate of rants is 45 per square foot, 

02700 for space occupied by stores 

4. Reply to Petit.on on Fences 
According to the letter of Dillon Myer, on the subject 

of aboliting fencing on the center ground, he replied, *AA 
left it to military to determine what tools wer necessary to 
csrry out their responsibilities. Mr. Myer hoped that the 
resident will accept the fact that there's a responsibilities 
within and without the center grou u and the matter of tensing 
and watch towers will not become a major 141E 110. 

5. Hospitsl problems 
Dr. Irwin submitted a statement to kr. barber regarding 

the matter of parents attending infant children at any time, 
saying. that it is the objective of the hospital to satiate 
confusion caused by incessant droning of visitors by setting 
forth rules and regulations pertaiting to visitor's hours. 
He requested that any person dissatisfied with the present 

ruleing present his complaints to the Medical staff meeting 
for alteration of such rules. 

6. State Licensees 
Kr. Barber informed the Council that Mr. Housel is pre- 

paring statement regarding state licenses of the evacuees for 

profession, *raft, or tre 
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7. Press Programs 
Mr. Kolde pointed out the necessity of joint meetings 

to be held by Block Chairman . BAO, and the representative of 
the Sentinel to discuss the enter programs. 

8. Erection of Waiting Room for Stages 
hr. nagamori proposed to erect • waiting room for 

Staged at the entrmee of the center. The proposal passed 
for agendum. 

O. Shoe Repairing; 
The Council decided and concluded that the advisory ho! 

of thio community Enterprises take up the matter of reuuctiol 
of the charges of shoe repairing. 

10. Proposal of Establishment of Preliminary Bearing Courts 
kr. Barber recommended the proposal submitted by the 

Judicial Commission for the Council's consideration on the 
establishment of a preliminary hearing courts Line judicial 
commissioner serves as a chairman, kills Payne representing the 
welfare div_sion„ one block Chairman altern ting weekly, one 
bAO alternating weekly, and the Chief of Police to determine 
the charges on the defendant prcsented by the Police Dept., 
the division will be recommended to the propest Attorney for 
final charges. 

11. Dilution of Milk 
Kakuuchi proposed to request explanation by etr. hailer 

on the matter of milk being diluted considerably. Passed. 

12. Keating adjourned at 12s00 
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